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Admissions 

Admitted as a Barrister in NSW in 2016 and entitled to practice in all Australian jurisdictions 

(Commonwealth and each State and Territory) 

Admitted as a Legal Practitioner of the Supreme Court of NSW in 2000 

 

Qualifications 

Batchelor of Laws, University of Technology, Sydney 

Graduate Certificate in Legal Practice, University of Technology, Sydney 

Graduate Diploma in Law, University of Sydney (ongoing) 

 

Practice Areas  

Insurance, Negligence, Total & Permanent Disability, Abuse, Appeals, Competition & Trade 

Practices, Contract, Defamation, Personal Injury, Product Liability, Professional Negligence, 

Property Damage, Public Liability, Royal Commission, Section 151Z Recovery, Unjust 

Enrichment 

 

Selected Recent Advice Work 

Professional Negligence 

• Advice regarding professional negligence and contract claims arising from the transfer of 

company shares and sale of businesses involved in managing exhibitions. Allegations 

made against the accountant and the solicitor involved in drafting of the heads of 

agreement. Allegations relevant to the Solicitors’ Conduct Rules with respect to 

confidentiality and conflict of interests and the Civil Liability Act 2002 (NSW) 
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• Advice regarding professional negligence and contract claims arising from the sale of 

business involved in transport and the mining industry in the Pilbara region of Western 

Australia. Allegations made against the accountant, solicitor and business broker involved 

in the preparation of a company share sale agreement. Claims involving the loss of chance 

and expert land valuation evidence 

• Advising a Local Health District of NSW in relation to allegations of medical negligence 

against a hospital and a medical practitioner concerning a failure to diagnose and treat 

injuries. Issues involving causation and apportionment of damages 

Negligence 

• Advising an insurer in relation to a catastrophic claim for work injury damages made by a 

construction worker involving multiple injuries sustained with multiple employers over 

decades. Consideration of whether the requisite degree of permanent impairment had been 

established with respect to the sued employer, the time limitation period together with the 

difference between causation in negligence compared with medical opinion on 

apportionment, requiring conferences with an orthopaedic surgeon. Application of the 

Workers Compensation Act 1987 (NSW) and the Workplace Injury Management and 

Workers Compensation Act 1998 (NSW). Achieved settlement 

• Advising an insurer about a public transport accident pursuant to the Transport 

Administration Act 1988 (NSW). Achieved settlement 

• Advising an insurer with respect to litigation involving property damage to motor vehicles. 

Application of the CLA and the Road Rules. Settlement achieved 

• Advising an insurer with respect to multiple litigated demurrage claims concerning whether 

a driver whom is responsible for damaging the motor vehicle of another is also liable for the 

cost of hiring an alternative vehicle during the period whilst of the damaged vehicle is being 

repaired 

Total & Permanent Disability 

• Advice to insurers in multiple claims covering all aspects of Total & Permanent Disability 

litigation from the nature of the duties on insurers when assessing a claim to the prospects 

of ultimate success and strategy 

• Representing an insurer at multiple alternate dispute resolution claims reviews made 

compulsory under a policy 

Contract and Australian Consumer Law 

• Advice to a company sued pursuant to a contract concerning the ongoing provision of 

maintenance with respect to a laser utilised in the health industry. Preparation for hearing 

and achieved settlement on the courthouse steps involving the dismissal of the claim with 

the plaintiff to pay my client’s costs 
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Section 151Z Recovery 

• Advising an insurer in relation to the prospect of recovering payments of workers 

compensation pursuant to the principle of unjust enrichment in circumstances where a 

worker received negligent medical treatment at a hospital with respect to a long-standing 

work injury 

• Advising an insurer in relation to the prospect of recovering payments of workers 

compensation in circumstances where an employed truck driver veered onto the wrong 

side of a line on a highway and collided with a stationary motor vehicle, which had 

previously been identified by Roads & Maritime Services. Involving the Wednesbury test of 

unreasonableness set out in s 43A of the CLA 

Selected Recent Advocacy Work 

Negligence & Australian Consumer Law 

• Cox v Mid-Coast Council judgement reserved following a three-week hearing in 2019 in the 

Supreme Court of NSW. Aviation. Light aircraft collided with an Ferris wheel which was 

operating at a festival occurring adjacent to an airstrip. Negligence claim against the 

Council who approved the use of the festival, approved the operation of the Ferris wheel 

and delegated power to a committee to manage the airstrip. Issues involving whether the 

Ferris wheel constituted an “obvious risk”, whether the flight was a “recreational activity” 

and whether the Council satisfied the Wednesbury test of unreasonableness. Led by R W 

Royle 

• Miller v The Trustees of the Roman Catholic Church for the Diocese of Maitland-Newcastle 

[2018] NSWSC 24. Successfully resisted an application seeking to strike out causes of action. 

The claim included two novel causes of action involving vicarious liability and misleading & 

deceptive conduct in the context of allegations of sexual abuse by a school principal against a 

student. Prepared submissions. Unled. Against Senior Counsel. Settlement achieved thereafter 

• Stewart v Nestle Australia Limited [2018] NSWSC 870. Successfully applied for leave for the 

defendant to have separate legal representation in circumstances where one insurer insured the 

defendant as a host employer during one period and a separate insurer insured the defendant 

as the direct employer during a different period. Multiple legal issues including the powers of the 

Court, conflict of interests and different contractual obligations under two insurance policies. 

Prepared submissions which were largely adopted in the judgment. Unled 

• Khedrlarian v Bauer Media Pty Ltd & Anor, unreported decision of the District Court of NSW 

in 2017. Successfully obtaining an unconditional stay of the execution of judgement on 

behalf of an insurer pursuant to Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 50.7. Unled 

Total & Permanent Disability 

• Newling v FSS Trustee Corporation and MetLife Insurance Ltd [2017] NSWSC 1839. 

Successfully applied for a hearing of an issue as a separate question on behalf of MetLife. Unled 

• Newling v FSS Trustee Corporation and MetLife Insurance Ltd (No 2) [2018] NSWSC 1405. 

Successfully argued that MetLife did not breach any duty in declining a Total & Permanent 
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Disability claim. Proceedings dismissed and costs awarded in favour of MetLife. This 

decision is important because it is the first occasion that MetLife has successfully defended 

a TPD claim on the basis that MetLife’s initial decline of a claim was reasonable. Led by S 

J Walsh 

• Carr v FSS Trustee Corporation and MetLife Insurance Ltd unreported 2018 decision of the 

Supreme Court of NSW. Successfully applied for an order requiring the plaintiff to submit 

to medical examinations. Unled 

Section 151Z Recovery 

• Crescent Timber & Hardware Pty Ltd v Angelis & Ors unreported 2018 decision of the 

District Court of NSW. Successfully obtained orders for the recovery of all workers 

compensation payments, together with interest and costs. Litigation complicated by the 

defendants becoming uninsured and a defendant becoming an undischarged bankrupt 

shortly before trial. Unled 

Royal Commission 

Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services 

Industry in 2018. Conferences with the Chief Claims Officer and the Chief Distribution Officer 

of an insurer. Drafted statements (Responses to Rubrics) which were provided to the Royal 

Commission 

 

Current Clients  

• Preferred Counsel for MetLife Insurance Ltd 

• Preferred Counsel for the National Disability Insurance Agency 

• Approved Commonwealth Counsel 

• General liability, workers compensation and life insurers 

• Plaintiffs 

Recent Articles  

• The Journal of the NSW Bar Association – Bar News, Autumn 2019 “Civil Practice & 

Procedure Provisions, Recent Developments: UBS AG v Scott Francis Tyne as Trustee of 

the Argot Trust [2018] HCA 45”, J L Harrison 

• Law Society of NSW Journal, December 2018 “Total and permanent disability claims: 

NSWSC confirms insurers’ responsibilities”, J L Harrison 

• Further articles available at www.linkedin.com/in/jeremy-harrison 

Prior Practice as Solicitor  

• Price Waterhouse Coopers Legal  

• DLA Piper Australia  

• HWL Ebsworth 

• Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (London) 


